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FANGORIA will host a star-studded free screening of the action-packed thrill ride DEATH RACE
2 on Thursday, January 13 at Los Angeles’ The Landmark theater (10850 West Pico
Boulevard; [310] 474-6291). The show starts at 8 p.m. MACHETE’s Danny Trejo, PIRANHA
3D’s Ving Rhames, BLACK DEATH’s Sean Bean and HELLBOY II’s Luke Goss star along with
returning cast members Fred Koehler (of LOST) and Robin Shou (of MORTAL KOMBAT). The
exciting film serves as a prequel to writer/director Paul W.S. Anderson’s 2008 hit. Goss will host
the screening and do a Q&A after the show, along with DEATH RACE 2 director Roel Reiné
(helmer of the creature feature THE LOST TRIBE and THE MARINE 2) and producer Mike
Elliott (THE DEVIL’S REJECTS, HALLOWEEN II, SMOKIN’ ACES 2). See below the jump for
more details and to watch the DEATH RACE 2 trailer and a clip.

The Fango DEATH RACE 2 screening will be a free show; to obtain tickets, send an e-mail to
fangoscreening@starloggroup.com. You must list “DEATH RACE 2” as your subject line. Offer
is good for you and one guest. Plus tell us your full name and whether you want to be added to
the FANGORIA newsletter list so we can inform you about future Fango screenings and events.
Names will be checked at the door. Offer is first come, first served, and we will confirm your
RSVP. Seating is not guaranteed, however. This advance preview is sponsored by Universal
Studios Home Entertainment.

{mov}DeathRaceTrailer{/mov}

}DEATH RACE 2 takes place in the very near future, as the United States economy begins to
decline and violent crime starts to spiral out of control. To contain the growing criminal
population, a vast network of for-profit, private prisons springs up, creating a lawless subculture
ruled by gangs, cold-blooded killers and sociopaths. The worst of these prisons is Terminal
Island, where inmates fight each other in a highly rated televised death match. There are no
rules, and the winner is the one who survives the gladiator-style, no-holds-barred competition.
Convicted cop-killer Carl Lucas (Goss) arrives on the Island to serve his life sentence just as
ruthlessly ambitious television personality September Jones evolves the death match into the
ultimate reality show—Death Race. A brutal prison yard demolition derby that pits prisoners
against each other in steel reinforced, heavily armed vehicles, Death Race offers the winner the
ultimate prize: freedom—if he can survive to enjoy it.

{mov}DR2_LucasTakesLead_Wide_SD{/mov}
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So mark your calendar for the January 13 LA screening of DEATH RACE 2! Stop back
tomorrow for an exclusive clip from the film. And watch this space for more DEATH RACE 2
clips, pics and interviews. See you at the show!
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